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irosion-corrosion (EC) is a piping degradation mechanism
causes material loss from the inside of piping and thin-

g of the wall. EC is belieued to be a coupled phenomenon
,ncluding chemical corrosion and mechanical erosion, which

1 dominated by piping layout, fitting geometry, and local
i w structure. A new approach was proposed for investiga-

-ion of EC phenomenon using local flow models, including the
nullidirnensional, two-fluid model to simulate flow character-
Itics within piping and EC models to predict two-
Imensional distributions of EC locations. Impacts of gravita-

tonal and centrifugal forces on two-phase flow behaviors
vere captured reasonably well by the current three-dimen-
Inal, two-fluid models. EC locations predicted by the
;oposed models showed satisfactory agreement with distri-

.utions of wear sites measured in practice. Results showed
e models explained the EC phenomenon reasonably well.

WORDS: elbows, erosion-corrosion, ferrous ions, flow,
ydrodynamics. impingement. mechanical erosion, modeling,
uclear applications and environments, pipelines, reducers.
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qTRODUCTION

S sion-corrosion (ECI is a piping wear mechanism
, t causes material loss from the inside of pipes and
ibsequent wall thinning. It is a crucial problem in

fSubmitted for publication July 1997: in revised form. January
1998.
":stitute of Nuclear Energy Research. P.O. Box 3-3 Lung-tan. 325.
,.wan. RDO.C.

1.ower Research Institutt. Taiwan Power Co., 84 Ta-An Road.
SrTaiwan. R-O.C.
rade name.

piping systems for nuclear or fossil fuel power plants
since it may force costly repairs and cause injuries.
Essentially, this wear is dominated by two major
mechanisms: chemical corrosion, including chemical
oxidation near the wall and dissolution of its prod-
,ucts, and mechanical erosion accelerated by fluid
flowing inside the pipe or high-velocity liquid droplets
impinging on the oxidized pipe wall. The EC phenom-
enon depends strongly upon piping layout, fitting
geometry, local distributions of flow properties, and
flow chemistry.

Previous research into the EC phenomenon has
concentrated mostly on prediction of the wear rate.
These efforts have included development of the
CHECt code.' CEACEt code.' KWU (Kraftwerkstechnik)
correlation.3 EdF (Electricitd de France) model,4 MIT
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) model,5 and
the hydrodynamic EC model.6-" Except for the
hydraulic model.6"' these models evaluate the global
wear rate of piping and can be considered as zero-
dimensional models. The models presented by Nesic
and Postlethwaite, et al., are localized models that
essentially are derived from local flow structure and
can be used to calculate the one-dimensional distri-
bution of the wear rate.'1-'2

During the outage of the Maanshan nuclear
power plant (MNPPJ in Taiwan, wall thickness data as
measured by an ultrasonic transmitter (UTI showed
distributions of EC locations on the pipe wall dis-
played a two-dimensional behavior. The data were
influenced strongly by upstream fittings and external!m
forces, including centrifugal and gravitational forces.
Previous models cannot capture these multidimen-
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sional characteristics and simulate the dependence

of piping layout.

The present work focused on qualitatively inves-

tigating the multidimensional characteristic of EC

phenomenon using local flow models to predict the

multidimensional distributions of wear sites. The

three-dimensional hydrodynamic model then was

used to calculate the single" or two-phase flow struc-

tures, and EC models were used to predict the

distributions of EC locations. The piping selected in

the current simulation was located in the extraction

and exhaust systems of high-pressure turbines

(HPTB) within MNPP since most of the serious EC at

the plant occurs there, based upon plant-measured

wall thickness data. The current hydrodynamic

model reasonably simulated flow characteristics

governed by piping layout, centrifugal force, and

gravitational force. Predicted distributions of EC

locations by the current EC models coupling with

local flow structures corresponded well with the

plant-measured data. This agreement revealed that

the proposed local flow models, including the hydro-

dynamic and EC models, could be used to explain

EC occurring at fittings within MNPP.

LOCAL FLOW MODELS

-- The pipe length at the outlet side is long
enough that fully developed flow can be assumed;
and

- Since the steam quality in the simulated pipe
systems is - 88% to 92%. the two-phase flow can be
considered droplet flow.

The continuity governing equation is derived as:

V7. {r~p-u) =0( (I

where u is velocity, a is the volumetric fraction of

each phase. and i = c for continuous vapor and d for

dispersed liquid droplet.

The momentum equation is derived as:

v(Picy1 ijiu) = ..oVp + V&L +l- i Vu +5 2(2

where p., is the molecular viscosity, g,, is the turbu-
lent viscosity, 9,,., is the source term due to
gravitational force and interphase drag, P is pres-
sure, and p is density.

Turbulent Model - In the current model, the
turbulent model for two-phase droplet flow essen-
tially adopts the well-known k - E two-equation model'
of the single phase. The turbulent shear stress for
the continuous phase can be expressed by the
Boussinesq concept:"3
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The multidimensional flow structure within the
piping was obtained using current hydrodynamic
models. The major phenomenon for EC wear could be
explained by the presented EC models, coupled with
local flow characteristics. The EC models included
the production of oxides for corrosion and oxide
removal, as well as liquid droplet impingement for

erosion.

Hydrodynamic Models
The hydrodynamic models studied consisted of

one continuity equation, one momentum equation.
one two-equation turbulent model (turbulent kinetic
energy [k] - the energy dissipation rate EJ), '2 consti-
tutive models for interphase exchange phenomena,
and appropriate numerical scheme and boundary

conditions.
In these models, the following assumptions are

made in deriving the governing equations, constitu-
tive equations, and appropriate boundary conditions:

- No heat transfer or mass transfer between
liquid and vapor phases is considered;

- Pressure is the same for both phases;

-- The diameter of the liquid droplet is constant
and set at 1.0 ram;

-The particle form of the interphase drag force
Is selected for the liquid droplet flow:

- The standard k - E turbulent model for single-
phase flow is adopted. The effect of bubble-induced
turbulence is taken into account In the turbulent

A model Of two-phase flow,

-p u a3
(3)

where u" and v are velocity fluctuations, and n is the
distance normal to the wall. Similarly, the turbulent
viscosity (iiJ can be evaluated by the traditional k- -

model:

k
2

Vi 4(4)

where c, is the turbulent model constant. Both
parameters k and E can be obtained by solving the
transport equations:

V-(PQaui0)=tJf+c{PJ Vj+P ~~)S (5)

where (ý = k. the turbulent kinetic energy = E, the
turbulent energy dissipation rate. P,. the turbulent
generation term, has the same expression as the
standard k - E two-equation model.

Additional source Sp,. is used to take into ac-
count the enhanced effect on turbulence of the
continuous phase caused by droplet agitation. Based

C"• ORROSION-Vo. 5 5 , No. 4 333 1
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apon the modified formula of Mostafa and Mongia,
.s source can be described as:-"

2pda idk T +C(

Sp. A Xp I +

where C,, is the turbulent model constant. and -, is
the time scale characterizing large-scale turbulent
motion:

k
Te =0.34-

where -r. is the time scale characterizing the droplet
Jresponse:

4 DPd I
3 Cd =ý I , .U

iwhere Db is the. droplet diameter, and Cd is the drag
efficient and has the following correlations as

----,roposed by Clift. et al.:' 5

F.ý =fi~t U- Ud (13)

where F, and F, are the interphase drag forces for
6) both the dispersoid and continuous phases. and ft,,

is the interphase friction factor between the vapor
and liquid phases. The total drag force per unit vol-

ume can be evaluated as the sum of the drag forces

7) on each individual spherical droplet contained in
that volume. Then, f.,, can be expressed as:

4 E IZU1
(14)

Numerical Scheme - Three-dimensional, two-
8) fluid equations are used to calculate the flow

characteristics in the piping to simulate the EC phe-
nomenon through the use of calculated local flow
distributions. Since the geometry of the simulated
pipe is not that of a simple rectangular or cylindrical
system, a body-fitted coordinate (BFC) method is
adopted to deal with this multidimensional geom-
etry.' 6 The differential equations are discretized using
a control volume approach in a finite-difference form.
The details of the control volume approach for the
finite-difference method have been described previ-
ously. " The hybrid scheme is used to treat the
convection terms coupled with the diffusion terms.
The coupled equations for the velocity and pressure
are solved by the interphase slip algorithm (IPSA). "s

which is a two-phase extension of the well-known
SIMPLE (semi-implicit method for pressure-linked
equations) scheme for single-phase flow. 9 The opti-
mum false time (Atr,) is used throughout the
steady-state calculation and can be given by the
Courant criterion as:
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Constitutive Equations - The constitutive equa-
tions that account for interactions between the two
phases include:

Void fraction:

i~ ~ a +• +0d =1 (

Momentum exchange between the two phases:

-Fd --F.

where AX is a characteristic length in the computa-
tion domain, and U is a characteristic velocity.

The procedure in solving this three-dimensional,
two-phase model is:

- Step 1: Set the boundary conditions on the
solution domain based upon the plant data.

- Step 2: Solve the momentum equations for the
velocities of both phases,

- Step 3: Solve the pressure correction equation

based on the joint continuity equation to eliminate
the mass conservation error,

- Step 4: Correct the velocities and update the

pressure,
-- Step 5: Solve the continuity equations for the

2) volume fractions,

.1*
I
I
I
i
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3)

S

14)

- Step 6: Solve the k - P equations to obtain

the turbulent characteristics and update turbulent

viscosity, and
- Step 7: Repeat Steps 2 through 6 until the

convergent criteria are satisfied.

Several computational flow codes can be applied

to solve this problem, including TEACH,t-2
0

PHOENICSJ-2' and FLOW3D..
2 2 etc. The PHOENICS

code was selected in the current calculation work.

Most of the calculation works were performed on an

HP-750t workstation.
Boundary Conditions - Inlet boundary condi-

tions are set based upon the plant conditions, which

include the velocities and volume fractions of both

phases. A very long pipe is added to the outlet of the

physical domain so that fully developed conditions

can be reached at the outlet of the calculational

domain. Then, no special outlet boundary conditions

are specified, except for a fixed system pressure.

Since the turbulent flow behaviors change abruptly

near the wall, the wall function method is adopted for

the velocity and turbulent distributions to avoid the

need for finer grids near the wall.
23

EC Models
• The EC models in the current study essentially

are divided into two major parts: the chemical corro-

sion model and the mechanical erosion model.
Basic EC Model - The basic EC model of carbon

steel in a fully developed pipe flow can be divided

into two parts:
4

The first is the dissolution rate (RP) of magnetite
on the metal surface:

Local EC Model - Local corrosion reactions in-

clude the electrochemical reaction, the precipitation
reaction, and the chemical oxidation. The total reac-
tions reasonably can be assumed to be completed at
the pipe wall, while none of the iron ions produced in

the electrochemical reaction are transported across

the boundary layer prior to the subsequent chemical

oxidation. The local EC rate then can be assumed to

be dominated by the local oxide production rate and
its transfer rate. According to experimental observa-

tion, the local corrosion production rate is
proportional to the difference in the soluble Fe', con-
centration between the wall and the oxide.4 In other

words, the steeper the near-wall radial profile of
concentration is, the higher the wear rate is. The
concentration of soluble Fe2 * at the equilibrium with
the magnetite depends upon the temperature of the
solution and the concentration of the chemical agent.
Lower local near-wall fluid velocity will cause lower
concentrations of the chemical agent, such as pH
value or dissolved oxygen, enhance the local corro-
sion production rate, increase the gradient of soluble
Fe- concentration, and consequently promote metal
loss of the pipe wall. Therefore, lower near-wall fluid
velocity is a good indicator to express the possible
distributions of EC locations.

In addition, the local mass-transfer rate of Fe2*
also may influence the corrosion rate. This transfer
rate generally is governed by the mass transfer of
Fe2 near the pipe wall.4.1-7 As described above. K,_ can
be expressed in an analogy to the Dittus Boelter's
equation:
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where k. is the reaction-rate constant, C, is the
soluble ferrous ion (Fe2') concentration at equilibrium
with the magnetite. and C, is the soluble Fe 2 ' con-
centration at the oxide water interface.

The second is the mass-transfer rate of Fe2 '.
Which can be modeled as:

RePUdRe -udP

Se =Pdiff

.u

where Sh = a, Relz Sc-,. and:

(20)

(21)

RI =)C,,(C- C) (17

where K., is the mass-transfer coefficient and C,. is
the soluble Fe2' concentration at the bulk water.

For steady-state, fully developed pipe flow, R,
should be equal to the mass-transfer rate of Fe2e (R1).
Then- the total metal loss rate can be expressed as:

C, - C
R =(181 1

2kR K,

CO.RROsION-VOI. 5 5 , No. 4

•)
and where d is the pipe diameter: D,,, is the diffusiv-
ity of soluble ion; gi is the viscosity: U is the
characteristic velocity; p is the fluid density: and a1 ,
a2, and a3 are constants.

The local EC rate is governed by this mass-
controlled phenomenon, 6-7.11 which is proportional
to its coefficient (Equation [171). According to this
equation, higher local velocity results in higher
mass-transfer coefficients (K,].. subsequently causing
higher wear rates. In other words, high local velocity
of flowing flow is an effective mechanism to remove
Fe29 near the pipe wall. which may enhance EC.

335
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GGURE 1. Schematic of pipe layout.

which is a good parameter to indicate wear sites. In

Inlet this form. ac is the volume fraction of the liquid drop-
let. and U,- is its corresponding velocity in the normal
direction toward the wall.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ien, the higher near-wall velocity may be a param-

er to indicate possible wear sites.
The major task of the current work was to inves-

gate the EC phenomenon by finding the possible

stributions of wear sites using local flow models.

.Jen, the qualitative indicators to express the wear

atterns but not quantitative calculations to evaluate

wear rate, were adopted. In addition, the model

ing the indicator of lower velocity to simulate EC

rverned by Fe2* production is called the production

odel, and the model using the parameter of higher

ocity to describe the EC dominated by the Fe 2 ÷

insfer rate is called the transfer model.

Droplet Impingement Model - The simulated
-.tem in this work is a wet steam system with flow

'qity of 85% to 92%. This high-quality flow system

ii be considered as a droplet flow system in which

size of the liquid droplet is sufficiently small, and
*,froplet can be carried by the high-velocity steam.

iuid droplet with enough high kinetic energy

-impinge the oxide layer of the metal and erode it
- -n the pipe wall surface, enhancing EC. This kind

amage on the oxide layer is known as droplet

-,•.ngement or liquid impact erosion that also domi-

es EC wear.
Many parameters affect the complicated droplet
. 1gement. A model simply describes the phenom-

n as one where the oxide layer caused by
osion is removed by the action of numerous indi-

impacts of liquid droplets.4 Its form can be
-ssed as:

im = CNF.(0) (22)

m is the wear rate. C. is a system constant

Uated by fabrication and installation of piping,

t representation of frequency, F, is a character-

linction. 0 is the angle of impact, pf is the liquid

y Ur is the normal velocity, and HV is the
iess of the pipe wall. Equation (22) shows that

.*,rtal loss from droplet impact is proportional to

Qhcentration of liquid droplet and its normal
- t~y. Then, the erosion rate reasonably can be

-d to be associated with the erodent kinetic
1;- Lnat can be expressed simply as acsfI UfJ,

.1

--5

A new approach is proposed to simulate the

EC phenomenon through local flow models. This
approach includes the multidimensional, two-fluid

models and the EC models. The simulated pipes are
located at the extraction and exhaust systems of
HPTB within MNPP. In these systems, the quality of

two-phase flow is - 88% to 92%, implying that the

two-phase flow characteristic can be considered as
droplet flow. The models including the droplet form

of two-fluid equations and the erosion model due
to droplet impingement can be applied in these

systems.

HPTB Exhaust System
The simulated pipe in this system is a steam line

of 14 in. (0.36 m) connecting HPTB and Feedwater
Heater (FNVHR) No. 2. This pipe is shown schemati-

cally in Figure 1 and consisted of two vertical elbows
of 9 0 ' (Elbows E1609 and E1610). one horizontal
elbow of 90' (Elbow E1613), and two horizontal
elbows of 450 (Elbows E1611 and E16 12)_ The flow

I
pointing (
the outer
more liqu:
nomenon
Overcome5

pIoperU LiesIXILIIIn this pip elre uniai LIie system pres- elOow and
sure is 199.7 psia (1.38 MPa). temperature is 3821F •- droplet eba
(467.6 K), quality is 88.6%. and mass flow rate is 1 The lic

263,152 lb/h (33.16 kg/s). 5 because of
Figure 2 displays the liquid fraction distributions fluid contir

near the wall within this pipe. while the right part 4 result can I
shows the liquid fraction distributed in Elbows i liquid fracti
E1609 and E16 10. The left part shows the liquid ally change,
fraction distributed in Elbows E1611 to E1613. Since the lower pa
three-dimensional results cannot be shown appropri- the pipe con
ately in a two-dimensional plane, only the liquid to a horizon,

fraction distributions near the inner and outer sides left and righ;

of the elbow are shown. The scale on the right side of part of Figur
the figure represents the liquid fraction. As the two- the distributb

phase mixture horizontally flows through Elbow region is sho,

E1609 and then turns to flow upward along the verti- through and

cal pipe, the centrifugal force will push the heavier After the

liquid droplet to the outer side of the elbow, causing istics have be,

more liquid to be accumulated there. The phenom- distributions
enon that centrifugal force governs the liquid droplet flow Paramete

behavior is shown clearly in the right portion of Fig- SonOf EC loca

ure 2. The yellow region located at the outer side of - andtheptedic

Elbow E1609 represents higher liquid fraction, and E 1613i respect
the blue region representing lower liquid fraction is 'be piping are i

shown at the inner side of the elbow. As the droplet lant dMeasureo
flow passes upward through Elbow E1610 and turns a v frot

to the horizontal direction, the centrifugal effect als, . sootht;
demonstrates in the plot of liquid fraction distribu-
tion. The direction of centrifugal force points upwar . Q Pe R,

and is opposite to that of the gravitational force " '395.
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FIGURE 2. Near-wall distribution of liquid fraction.

pointing downward. The yellow-red region appears at

the outer and upper side of Elbow E1610. indicating

more liquid droplets accumulated there. This phe-

nomenon demonstrates that the centrifugal force
overcomes the gravitational force within the vertical
elbow and then dominates the behavior of liquid

droplet existing in the two-phase mixture.
The liquid droplet gradually will fall down

because of the downward gravitational force as the
fluid continues to flow along the horizontal pipe. This
result can be confirmed at the right portion of the
liquid fraction plot in which the upper region gradu-
ally changes from yellow to green and, in contrast,
the lower part changes from deep blue to blue. Since
the pipe connecting Elbows E 1611 to E 1613 belongs
to a horizontal pipe. the liquid fraction located at the
left and right sides of the elbow is shown in the left
part of Figure 2. The centrifugal force again governs
the distribution of liquid phase so that the yellow
region Is shown at the outer sides of Elbows E1611
through and E1613, respectively.

After the three-dimensional two-phase character-
istics have been obtained, it was crucial to find the
distributions of wear sites from these calculated local
flow Parameters. Figures 3 and 4 show the compari-
son of EC locations between the plant measured data
and the predicted results for Elbows E1610 and
F1613, respectively, since only these elbows within
the piping are measured by the plant staff. These
plant measured data are the severe wear sites, which
ake derived from the raw data of pipe wall thickness
by the smoothing method), as suggested by the Elec-

E'1Eectric Power Research Institute. 3412 Hillview Ave.. Palo Alto.
CA 94304-1395.

tric Power Research Institute (EPRI).Y' Wall thickness

is measured by the UT during the plant outage
period. These figures are the two-dimensional plots
for the distributions of EC locations, which are plot-
ted by cutting the elbows from the outer side. Then,
the lower and upper parts of these two-dimensional

plots represent the outer side of the elbow, and the
central part indicates the inner side of the elbow. In
the plots, the blacker the color is. the more severe
the EC damage is. Plot (a) in Figures 3 and 4 is the
distributions of EC locations measured by the plant
staff, while Plot (b) is the distributions predicted by
the liquid droplet impingement model. Plot (c) is the
distribution predicted by the Fe2 + production model.
and Plot (d) is predicted by its transfer model.

Since Elbow E1610 is located at the same plane
with the upstream elbow and inlet, the flow behavior
may display symmetry characteristics, which induce.,
the symmetry pattern of EC wear. This phenomenon
is shown in the measured data as well as the pre-
dicted results (Figure 3). In Plot (a) of Figure 3, the
blacker regions are located at the upper-right and
lower-right corners of the two-dimensional plots. The
measured wear pattern of Elbow E1610 reveals that
the serious EC is distributed on the outer and down-
stream location of the elbow. The calculated results
of Plots (b) and (c) correspond with the measured
wear locations, and Plot (d) predicted results cannot
match the measurement. These comparisons clearly

show that EC occurring at Elbow E1610 essentially
is dominated by the liquid droplet impingement and
the Fe2' production effect based on the current EC
models. A similar result is displayed in the EC phe-
nomenon occurring at Elbow E1613 (Figure 4). The
measured data shows the wear sites mostly are

OORROS1iN.VOl 5 5 , No. 4 33'
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 3. Comparison of wear sites for Elbow E1610.

(c)

4- -2
(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 4. Comparison of wear sites for Elbow E1613.

ncated at the outer side of the elbow (i.e.. the black
i ions near the upper arnd lower sides of EC location

.,ot). which is captured qtlalitatively by the droplet

.npingement and oxide gerieration models. The cor-
pion model dominated by Fe 2

l transfer predicts the
Irious EC distributed arolund the central portion of

-e two-dimensional plot (i.e., the inner side of Elbow
1613), which does not agree with the measured
1a The EC phenomenon occurring at the horizon-

J. elbow (Elbow E1613) car be explained to be
tused by the droplet impingement and Fe 2

, produc-
?,h effect, based upon the qualitative agreement in
two-dimensional wear Pattern between the model

-ediction and plant measlremrent.

•TB Extraction System
* The HPTI3 extraction system is a steam system
nnecting the HPTB and FWrHR 1. in which the flow
•erties are that the system pressure is 413.7 psia
.5 MPa), temperature is 447.91F (504.2 K),
ality is 92%. and mass flow rate is 382,331 lb/h

kg/s). The simulated pipe located in this

ii..

system includes two horizontal elbows of 16 in.
(0.41 m. Elbows E1829 and E 1830), one horizontal
reducer of 16 in. to 14 in. (0.41 m to 0.36 m). and
four vertical elbows of 14 in. (Elbows E1840, E1841.
E1843. and E1844). Figure 5 shows the schematic
of this pipe.

Figure 6 demonstrates the near wall distribu-
tions of liquid fraction along this pipe, while the left
part shows the distributions for Elbows E1829,
E1830, R1832, E1840, and E1841, and the right part
shows the distributions for Elbows E1843 and
E1844. As the two-phase mixture passes through
these elbows, the centrifugal force governs the liquid
droplet behavior and pushes the droplet to the outer
side of the elbow, causing a higher liquid fraction
(yellow-red region in the plots) to appear there.
Special attention is focused on the liquid fraction
distribution at vertical Elbow E1841. The downward
gravitational force is opposite to the upward centrifu1

gal force within this elbow. The left part of Figure 6
shows more liquid accumulated at the outer side
(upper side) of Elbow E1841. which reveals that cen'.

I
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 8. Comparison of wear sites for Elbow E1841.

(d)(c)
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of wear sites for Elbow E1843-

I.
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of wear sites for Elbow E1844.
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Prcdiced by the effects of Fe2* production and drop-
let impingement show satisfactory agreements. These
.sinlilat wear patterns reveal that these two effects
dotminate the EC phenomenon for the fittings within
the high-quality system.
4, Since the flow behaviors are not complicated
Withi1 n the elbow, reducer, or expander etc.. these
paramleters (including Fe2 * production and droplet

CORROSIONVol. 5 5 , No. 4

impingement) are proven to be enough to explain
the EC phenomenon occurring within these fitting,
located in the high-quality system.
+ The next step in the current study will be to sim
late the flow characteristics and the related EC
phenomenon for T-junctions, within which more
sophisticated flow behaviors may occur. Then. add
tional EC models are needed to capture accurately
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 7. Comparison of wear sites for Reducer R1832.

(M) (d)

of the outer side in the reducer is located at the up-
per portion of the two-dimensional plots. In the mean
time. Reducer R1832 is a horizontal reducer, and the
heavier droplet will be accumulated at the bottom of
the pipe because of gravitation. rendering unsym-
metrical flow structure and wear pattern. This result
is proven in both the measured and predicted wear
patterns. This measured result can be captured rea-
sonably by the predicted results using the EC models
accounting for droplet impingement (Plot 1b]) and Fe2 *
production (Plot [c]) effects. The satisfactory agree-
ment reveals that these two effects, not the Fe7'

* I transfer effect (Plot [dl). can explain the EC phenom-
enon occurring within Reducer R1832.

Among this simulated pipe. there are three sets
of measured data for Elbows E1841. E1843, and

. E 1844. These three elbows belong to vertical elbows
of 900 and are located at .the same plane. Similar flow
structure and wear pattern within these elbows are
expected. The measured distributions of EC locations
in these three elbows display similar characteristics.
as shown in Plot (a) of Figures 8 through 10. The
same results can be simulated by the current local
flow model, which ineliades a three-dimensional.
two-fluid model and the appropriate EC models.
Comparisons shown in Figures 8 through 10 reveal

•I that Plots (b) and (c) of the predicted wear patterns
j correspond with Plot (a) of the measured data. The

agreement can be explained as the EC phenomena
occurring within these elbows are dominated by the
effects of droplet impingement and Fe2

l production.
Based on the aforementioned description. EC

occurring in the high-quality wet steam system.can
be considered to include the chemical corrosion
dominated by Fe2l production and Its transfer, and
the mechanical erosion mainly contributed by liquid
droplet impingement. The EC locations predicted by

the Fell production model and droplet impingement
model are distributed around the upper and lower
parts of the two-dimensional plots, that is, the outer
side of the elbows. These distributions agree with the
measured data. However, the Fe2l transfer model
calculates the serious wear sites that are concen-
trated at the central part. According to these
comparisons of wear patterns, serious EC damage
for high-quality wet steam system are governed
mostly by the effects of Fe 2l production and liquid
droplet impingement.

CONCLUSIONS

I

I
I

F

The complicated three-dimensional, two-phase
flow field is obtained by the current hydrodynamic
model that treats the vapor phase as the continuous
phase and the liquid phase as the dispersed phase
because of its high-quality characteristics. The
impacts of gravitational and centrifugal forces on the
liquid droplet behaviors can be captured reasonably
and are shown clearly in plots of near-wall distribu-
tions of liquid phase. These phenomena include the
droplet being pushed to the outer side of the elbow
as a result of centrifugal force and falling down to be.
accumulated at the bottom of the pipe as a result of
gravitational force as the two-phase mixture passes
along the horizontal pipe. 3

The EC phenomenon is a piping degradation
mechanism. It essentially consists of the chemical
oxidationof carbon steel wall and the dissolution 0r•
erosion by flowing fluid. With respect to the high-
quality system, the parameters of Fe2* production
rate, its transfer rate, and droplet impingement are
considered to have profound influence on the weat'
patterns. Compared to the distributions of EC loca;
tions measured by the plant staff, the distribution.
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the wear sites distributed in T-junctions. The current

work focused on qualitative prediction of the distri-

Litions of EC locations. The quantitative wear rate

for a fitting is another worthy topic that will be
scheduled for future research.
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